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L.C.C. AUTOMATIC PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE. 

LONDON COUNTY COUNCIL 
AUTOMATIC PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE. 

J. RADFORD, A.M.l.E.E. 

THE prov1s1on of Private Branch Exchanges operated by 
means of automatic switching equipment is rapidly emerging 
from the stage of noYelty into the commonplace, and descriptions 
of particular exchanges where this method of working is adopted 
will probably soon suffer the common fate of papers which, while 
in themselves are more or less interesting, exhibit no outstanding 
features which ma_v he considered worthy of inclu ion in the pages 
of this Journal. 

F1G. 1.-L.C.C. HALL. 

In view, however, of the size and importance of the Automatic 
Private Branch Exchange which has been installed in the New 
County Hall of the L.C.C. at 'iVestminster-this being the largest 
P.A.B.X. in the country-it is thought that a brief description of 
the equipment may not be considered superfluous. 

The officers responsible for communication services of the 
Council considered that the many advantages of automatic work
ing justified the recommendation for its installation in the fine 
new building (Fig. 1) which now houses the Council and its 
officers and staff, and negotiations were opened with the Depart
ment with this object in view. 

As soon as the policy to adopt automatic working was decided 
upon precise details were obtained of the Council's requirements 
with regard to traffic and development, and these were incor
porated in a specification prepared in the Engineer-in-Chief's 
Office. The order for the equipment was subsequently placed 
with the Automatic Telephone Manufacturing Co., of Liverpool, 
and the exchange was opened for service on September 8th, 1923. 
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L.C.C. AUTOMATIC PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE. 

The equipment provided comprises the following items of 

plant, viz. : -

· 

Automatic switching equipment (Figs. 2 and 3). 

Manual equipment. 
Additions and alterations to the existing main frame, which 

is now a combined main and intermediate distribution 
frame. 

Special apparatus rack. 
Fuse board. 
Test case. 
Power plant, including two sets of cells, charging machine, 

ringers, power switchboard and fuse panels. 

FIG. 2. 

The equipment is located in the basement of the building in 
three rooms, containing respectively the automatic equipment and 
power plant, the manual board and the batteries . 

.Automatic Switching Equipment.-Seven 100-line units have 
been provided, 6 of which are equipped with 100 rotary pre
selectors, or line switches, and I with 50 pre-selectors. 

These units are of the combined line switch and final selector 
type, the line switches being fitted on one side of each unit and 
the final selector switches on the other. 

The 650 lines are divided into 2 groups, one for 350 extensions 
and the other for 300. 

Each of these groups is provided with a suitable number of 
junctions or outlets to groups of first selector switches, which 111 

turn are provided with outlets to the final selectors. 
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Standard traffic facilities, including dialling, ringing, busy 
and number unobtainable tones are provided . 

. .\ three-figun:' s:rstem was adopted for the initial equipment, 
the numbers allotted being 200 to 899, i.e., the outlets from levels 
2 to 8 inclusive of the first group selectors are taken direct to final 
selectors, and as the anticipated ultimate development is 900 
extensions, provision \\'ill be made in clue course for expanding 
the numerical scheme into a four-figure system in respect of the 
last 200 extensions. This will be effected by interposing second 
selectors in the outlets from le,·el 9 of the first selectors, the outlets 

FIG. 3. 

from le,·els o and r of these second selectors being wired to final 
selectors in the two last groups. 

1\Ianual Switchbomd.-Automatic working at Private Branch 
Exchanges has not _vet reached the stage where the P. B.X. manual 
operator can be dispen. ed with, although, in passing, it should 
be mentioned that the facility has recent!�· been authorised where
by, under certain conditions, automatic extensions are enabled to 
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dial out direct to the public exchange for originating exchange 
calls. 

For calls incoming from the public exchange, however, the 
retention of the manual operator is at present regarded as indis
pensable. 

In the case of the L.C.C. P.A.B.X., both originating and 
incoming exchange calls are dealt with by the manual operator, 
and in order to operate these calls a multiple of the automatic 
t�xtension lines is provided on the manual board, together with 
individual answering equipment. Provision has also been made 
on the manual board for 50 extensions to be worked manually. 

The arrangements are briefly as follmYs: -
Incoming Exe h ange and Tie Line Calls .-These calls are dealt 

with by the P.B.X. operator, who completes them by ringing on 
a cord circuit, the calling plug of which 1s inserted in the multiple 
jack of the requred extension. 

Originating Exe hange and Tie Line Calls .-These are dealt 
with by the P .B.X. operator. 

vYhen an extension desires tu originate a call to the public 
exchange, or to the Tie lines, the digit "0" is dialled, and 
the call arrives at the manual board on individual answering 
equipment compnsmg a jack and lamp. The operator then 
answers and co mpletes the call by means of a cord circuit in the 
usual manner. 

The automatic equipment which has been taken into use for 
the call is released immediate! y the call arrives, as described 
later, and is thus free to deal with other calls. 

Local Calls .---ThesP arc calls from extens i on to extension and 
are completed entirely autumatically, thus affording the subscriber 
a rapid and eflicient inter-cummtinication service. 

" Back release " facilities are pro vided for local calls, so that 
either the calling or the called extension may release the connec
tion lw s imply hanging· up tlw receiver. 

En{;aged Conditions.-The (�ngagernent of an extension line 
on a line switch, or on the final selector multiple, ·i.e., for 
originating and incoming calls respcctivdy, places the engaged 
test on the associat<:>d multiple jacks on the> manual board. 
Similarly, th(� engagement of an extension line on the manual 
board places the engaged test condition on the associated contact 
in the final sc>lector multiple. 

The arrangements are such that the manual operator ma_,- plug 
into the multiple jack of an extension \Yhich is engaged on the 
automatic equipment without h n' aking down the conn<:>ction on the 
automatic switch. This facility is afforded for the> purpose of 
Pnabling the operator to offer an <:>xchange or other call. 

It has been previous! y mentioned that standard tones art' pro-
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vided, and as these are well known they will not be further 
described here. 

On calls from the extensions to the manual board, the arrange
ments are such that the calling extension is able to release the 
connection, if desired, before the operator plugs in, and also that 
the insertion of the plug places the extension under the control of 
the operator and prevents the connection being released until the 
plug is withdrawn from the jack. 

Through signalling is not provided between the extension 
telephone and the public exchange, i.e., the manual operator con
trols the connection and the extension is able to flash in the 
operator. 

Night Service.-The night service requirements are catered for 
by the provision on a small subsidiary manual S\Yitchboard as the 
main manual board is not continuously staffed. 

A suitable number of exchange lines and certain selected exten
sions are connectt'd to the subsidiary board, which is located in a 
position where one of the Council's staff is in attendance during 
the night and at week-ends. 

"l larm Signals.-;\ system of alarm signals has been provided 
in order that the plant operating conditions may be efficiently 
supervised and to ensure that failures of plant may be promptly 
brought to notice. These alarm signals are extended to the 
manual board by the operation of switching keys, at times when 
engineering officers are not in attendance. 

Circuit Operations .-The space at disposal does not permit of 
an exhaustive description of the circuit arrangements, but the 
essential features of a few of the fundamental circuits will be 
briefly reviewed (Fig. 4). 

Rotary Line Switch .-Each extension line terminates in the 
exchange on a rotary line switch, and is also multipled to its 
associated contacts on the final selector multiple. This switch 
functions as follo\vs : -

I. Automatically rotates its wipers on to an idle trunk to a 
first selector. 

2. Switches its wipers through to the idle trunk. 

3. Closes the discriminating circuit. 
The switch is arranged to remain on the outgoing trunk it last 

used, whether the trunk has been taken by another extension or 
not. \Vhen the extension removes the receiver to make a call, 
the extension line will be immediately extended to the outgoing 
trunk upon \vhich the line switch wipers rrst if it is idle. If, how
ever, this trunk has been taken by another extension, the wipers 
of the line switch of the calling extension will be automatically 
rotated until they rest on the first idle trunk to a first selector. 

When the receiver at the extension is removed, the line relay 
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operates, extending the rotary magnet circuit on to the private 
wiper via the operated contacts of the line relay and normal con
tacts of the B.C.0. relay. 

The line relay operates a mechanical link or latch, which 
normally forms a stop to prevent the full operation of the B.C.O. 

relay. The B.C.O. relay is therefore left free to operate fully as 
soon as an idle trunk is found. 

If the wipers are resting on a busy trunk, the private wiper 
finds earth on the private hank contact. The B.C.O. relay is 
therefore shunted and a circuit is closed for the rotary magnet 
which operates, opening its own circuit at the rotary interrupter 

21/f 

:lJIF 

(Ol/0 Ct!XUIT 

PON/ON Of GIKX.l/J J£LECTO/J 

AU TOMA TIC. EXCJ.IANGE 

FIG. 4.-L.C.C. A.P.B.X. 

springs. In falling back it moves the wipers on to the next trunk. 
If this trunk is also engaged, the above cycle is repeated until an 
idle trunk is found. 

If the wipers are resting on an idle trunk, or as soon as an idle 
trunk is found, as explained above, the private wiper does not find 
earth and the B.C.O. relay is therefore not shunted, but operates 
to dose the line wiper circuit, switching the extension line through 
to the outgoing trunk and connecting the discriminating wiper to 
the special service trunk. 

The B.C.O. relay also disconnects the line relay, but this relay, 
being slow to release, maintains the earth on the winding of the 
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B.C.O. relay until earth has been placed on the release trunk bv 

the switch ahead. 
This earth "busies the trunk on which the wipers stand, and 

thus preyents another line switch from using that trunk; it locks 
up the B.C.0. relay during the ''boll· period of the call, and it 
places the busy condition on thl� contacts of the calling extension 
in the final selector multiple, thus busying the calling extension to 
other extensions. 

\\'hen the switches ahead arc released, the B.C.O. restores. 
The line S\Yitch \\ipers, hmYeYer, remain on thl:' bank contacts of 
the trunk, but this has no effect sine<:' the extension line is broken 
at the contacts of tlw B.C.0. relay. The trunk may be used aga in 
b!· tlw same extension, if in the meantime it has not been taken 
into use and thus made busy by another extension. 

\\'hen an extension is called by another extl�nsion, the final 
selector places earth on the priYate bank contact and also on to the 
B.C.O. rela\· of tlw line S\Yitch of the called extension. 

The B.C.0. rel<n- is encrgis<�d, but owing to tlw mechanical 
link or arm preYioush· referred to it dews not operate fully, but 
breaks its normal contacts ,,·ithout making, nr closing, its operated 
contacts. The called l'xtension line is therefore not extended to 
an outgoing trunk, as would han'. been the case if the B.C.O. 
rela_\· had full>· operated. 

First Selector and Final Selector.-\\'hen the line of the calling 
cxtf'nsion has lwen extended to an idle trunk to a first selector, the 
subsequent operations of the il rst and ii nal sell·ctor, due to dialling, 
are the standard automatic opnations, but special proYision has 
been made to f'nab le the extensions to call the manual board, b_v 
dialling "0," and to be called by the telephonist for incoming 
exchange or tie line calls. 

On a local call, the earth placed on the release trunk by the 
selector e1wrg·isl�S relay Y on the manual board, via the operated 
contacts of tlw extl'nsion's B.C.O. rela_1· and the normal contacts of 
relaYs Zand S. Rda�- Y operating places battery via its operated 
contacts on to the bushes of the calling subscriber's multiple 
jacks, thus providing engage,d test conditions. 

\\'hen an extension calls the manual board by dialling "0," 
the first selector \\ipers are steppt'.d up to the tenth Jeyel. As all 
the priYate contacts in this Jey,•l are pl'.rmanently earthed, the 
wipers will be automatically rotated to the ekn·ntb step, \dwre the 
following circuit is closed through the normal post springs on the 
clen�nth step cam springs:-

Selector release trunk earth-opl'.rated contacts of the I Ith 
step cam spring·s and of normal post springs-discriminating 
trunk-ext(•nsion's line S\\ itch \Yipt•r-operated contacts of B.C.O. 
relay-one winding of relay " Z" to battery. 
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Rela\· " Z " tlll'1«·fure opl'rates and performs tlw following 
functions: -

(a) Discon n( ' ( ' [S extens i on loop from the automatic 
S\\ itclll's, and piaces its uwn \\ inding across the 
ext l'nsion Jim�. The aut omatic switches restore 
imrnc·diakl:· t h l'. loop is broken. 

(b) Placvs " ri 11 g back lone "on to the extension line . 

(c) Lig l11s cnlling lamp assuciated wi th answering multiple 
jack. 

(d) P laces · us\· earth on the extension pri \·ate bank con
tach ,,f tlHc l· xtl'nsiun to bus\· tlHc extension to other 
exknsions. 

(e) D isconnects the calling extt'.nsion 13.C.O. relay in order 
to take earth off the release trunk. This earth would 
otlwrn·is,· bus_\ · tlll' trunk upon which the line switch 

v\iper is n·st[ng. 
The calling bmp glu\\ S \\ hile the extL·nsion is on the line 

owing Lo relay '' Z lwrng maintained in its operated position by 
the extension line luup, but should the extension restore before 
tlw telephonist anS\\t�rs tlw connection \Yill release and he will 
then be free tu make another call. 

On seeing the extl'.ns1un cal Ii ng lamp glLm ing, the telephonist 
inserts the anS\\cri:1g p lug into thl'. ans\\ ering jack of the exten

sion, thus placing the engagt'.d test battery on the bushes of the 
extension multiple jacks, to liusy thL: lirn· on the manual board. 

1 lle cal l i ng extension lcop cumplett'.S a circuit for relay " A " 

ot the cord circuit. i{ ela \- ,, c\" L'.nergises and disconnects the 
answering supen·isory lamp circuit. The cut-off relay " S" is 
alsu operated by tlw bai.tl·ry on the slet�\T of the answering curd 
tu perform tlw follu\\ ing functions:--

(a) Places l ·arth on thl� p ri ,·< tte tinal selector bank contacts 
to bus\ the l·xll-ns i on line to other exknsions. 

(b) Ke,'.ps the L�xkns1on's B.C.O. rela.\ d isconnected . 

(c) Disconrn'cts tlw L·xtensiun ]()op frum the windings of 
re l ay " Z," which therdrum n·storcs. \Vhen relay 
"Z " rcston'.s, it disconnects the calling lamp circuit 
and the · ·  ring b:1ck tone" circuit, and allows the 
extension Jim· �;\\'itch to 1T storc to normal. 

The telephonist 110\\ complelL'.s tlw call mnnualh·. \Yhen the 
extension Jwng·s up the reo ·i 1-er at the end of tlw conversation, 
relay " .\ " in !lw ;inS\\ering· cord circuit restores and causes the 
supervisory lamp to gl(l\\ . 

J\Ianual trleplumist calls the automatic extension. 

A. Extension i1nc discngagcd.-After hm· ing tested and 
found the extension line d i sengaged, the telephonist inserts the 
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calling plug into the multiple jack and calls the extension by 
operating the ringing key. 

The insertion of the calling plug into the multiple jack places 
the cord sleeve battery on to the bushes of the other multiple 
jacks, to " busy " the extension to other telephonists. The exten
sion's cut-off relay " S " is also energised in order to: -

I. Disconnect the extension line from the automatic 
apparatus. 

2. Place busy earth on to the extension's private final 
selector bank to busy the extension to other exten
sions. 

3. Disconnect circuit of relay " Y " to prevent it from 
operating unnecessarily. 

B. Extension line engaged.-Should the telephonist find, 
upon testing the called extension line, that it is engaged on 
another call, she inserts the plug into the called extension multiple 
jack and offers the cafl. 

If the extension should be engaged on an automatic conversa
tion, the telephonist requests him to hang up his receiver, when 
the automatic switches immediately release, and as soon as the 
earth on the extension private final selector bank contacts is 
removed by the release of the automatic final selector switch, relay 
" Y," which has been operated on the automatic call, immediately 
releases. Relay " Y " releasing, completes the circuit via its 
back contacts to the extension's cut-off relay " S," which now 
energises from battery on the sleeve of the cord circuit. Imme
diately relay " S " operates, the extension line is disconnected 
from the automatic equipment. The telephonist will then recall 
the extension by operating the ringing key. 

Should the called extension be engaged on another exchange 
call, via the manual board, and decide to take the call now 
offered, the telephonist asks him to hang up his receiver and she 
immediately communicates with the telephonist controlling the 
existing call and asks her to take down the connection. Then the 
telephonist, controlling the offered call, recalls the extension and 
completes the connection in the normal manner. 

The writer is indebted to the A.T.M. Coy. for the loan of the 
blocks illustrating this article. The circuit diagram is a com
posite one and has been included in order that the foregoing 
circuit descriptions may be more easily followed. 

It should be mentioned in conclusion that the release of the 
automatic equipment immediately on the arrival of an originating 
exchange call at the manual board is not now insisted upon and, 
under certain conditions, contractors are permitted to arrange their 
circuits for the release of the automatic equipment when the 
operator plugs in. 
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